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BOSTON – WorldCare International, Inc. (WorldCare), has partnered with Communitas, Inc., providers of
OnSIGHT Health, to offer WorldCare ONSIGHT, to clients and members worldwide. One of the many new
offerings recently added to WorldCare’s spectrum of services, this innovative new product provides a new
way for us to address clients’ and members’ continuum of care needs.
WorldCare ONSIGHT is available through employers, insurers, brokers and third party administrators as a
benefit plan component, as part of an insurance policy or as a stand-alone service. The service provides
members with access to a certified RN case manager who will assist with the coordination, management
and financial negotiations needed when a member is facing a catastrophic medical diagnosis. Through
WorldCare ONSIGHT, members receive advocacy and support by highly-trained, certified RN case
managers. Members’ care will be facilitated through coordination and communication with their healthcare
providers. Coordination and negotiation of clinical resources needed upon returning home will also be
handled by an RN case manager. The service provides members with access to community resources and
educational information as well as an assessment of family and home dynamics used to identify potential
needs before a member returns home. An RN case manager will also communicate with members’
insurance providers and benefit plans to ensure that benefit dollars are maximized in the most beneficial
way.
Hassan S. Sharif, President and Chief Operating Officer of WorldCare shared, “We are delighted to
announce our strategic partnership with Communitas to offer the WorldCare ONSIGHT health service.
This is just another step in our mission to build a full spectrum of services that address both our clients’
and members’ needs. With partners like Communitas, we will continue to evolve to meet the everchanging demands of the healthcare industry.”
“We are excited to partner with WorldCare, a recognized leader in helping members make more informed
medical decisions,” added Dwight Mankin, President of Communitas, Inc. “By combining our innovative
OnSIGHT Health program with WorldCare’s service offering, we will bring a unique and much-needed
solution to the marketplace. Healthcare has become more complex than ever, so it’s imperative that we
think outside of the box, working proactively to truly make a difference in the quality of members’ lives.”
WorldCare's mission is to improve the quality of healthcare worldwide by maximizing timely, efficient and strategic
access to the best in healthcare. For more than 20 years, WorldCare has empowered members and physicians in 45
countries with the clinical information and resources needed to make more informed medical decisions. For more
information on WorldCare ONSIGHT or about WorldCare International, Inc., please visit www.worldcare.com.
Communitas, Inc. is a total health management organization, providing clinical resources to make a difference in
patients’ lives and help families navigate complex healthcare systems. Communitas’ flagship product, OnSIGHT
Health, provides onsite care management to stop-loss carriers, TPAs and self-insured employers when an insured
encounters a catastrophic injury or illness. OnSIGHT RN case managers effectively navigate the healthcare system
and coordinate the multiple aspects of care and payment to help control costs for patients, providers and risk
bearers. To learn more, please visit www.communitas.com.
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